Beyond equivalence: prisoners’ right to health
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Summary Prisons have high levels of psychiatric morbidity and function as mental illness recognition centres. Their healthcare wings are not hospitals and timely transfers to hospital are often unavailable. The United Nations’ right to the highest attainable standard of health is assessed according to whether healthcare services are available, accessible, acceptable and of good quality (AAAQ). It is proposed that the AAAQ framework goes beyond the principle of equivalence of care and provides a more sophisticated measure for exploring prison healthcare.
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There are more mentally disordered people in prisons than ever before. In the UK, Lord Bradley has re-affirmed the government’s longstanding approach of diversion,1 with earlier intervention and prevention as possible future solutions. The principle of equivalence of care2 – that prisoners are entitled to the same standard of healthcare as they would have were they not in prison – is meant to underpin the provision of prison healthcare services. Equivalence has been useful in identifying prison healthcare problems and driving systemic improvements.3 However, prisons are not equivalent to the community in a number of important areas. They are complex institutions with their own rules. Although illness in prisons is excessive,4 prison healthcare wings are not hospitals5 and treatment under the Mental Health Act is not possible.6 Prisons also function as mental illness recognition centres,7 although timely hospital treatment is often unavailable.8 To continue to enforce a measure of community equivalence within prison healthcare would be to impose standardisation of the inherently dissimilar, and cause the latter to fail.

AAAQ framework

The 1966 United Nations (UN) International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights has detailed a right to the highest attainable standard of health for every person9 and has suggested the AAAQ framework – that healthcare should be available, accessible, acceptable, and of good quality10 – as a paradigm to assessing the progressive realisation of that right.

1 Availability: is the provision of healthcare services sufficiently available through the prison estate, and operated by properly trained health professionals, to protect prisoners’ health?

2 Accessibility: are services physically and geographically available within a good timescale (including hospital care for those who require it); are they economically accessible to users; do they offer access to relevant information and choice; and are they accessible to all, especially the most marginalised in society, without discrimination?

3 Acceptability: do the services meet a good standard of cultural and ethical acceptability, including having individualised care?

4 Good quality: is the environment (including minimal standards for accommodation, nutrition and sanitation) appropriate; is the service clinically safe and effective; is medical equipment of a suitable standard; are modern and appropriate medicines provided?

Four tests of a healthy prison

The UN model, which contains the concept of equivalence, resonates with Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of Prisons’ four tests of a healthy prison11 – safety, respect, purposeful activity, resettlement – and could be similarly measured and publicly reported. We suggest that this would offer a more sophisticated measure for exploring prison healthcare, by more honestly describing the limitations and more accurately producing focused change within custodial settings.

How might this work in practice? We envisage specialist healthcare incorporation of each test into the existing prisons inspectorate, with transparent national reporting structures. Each aspect of the test could then be measured according to its constituent parts. A typical local prison in England and Wales will almost certainly have available services (including fully trained primary and secondary care staff), although it is unlikely to be sufficiently funded or of sufficient quantity.12 It will operate a waiting list for assessment and treatment, as in the community, but could well exceed community expectations by delivering triaged care quickly. It is likely to offer patchy...
information, with limited choice and individualisation, but it will be free to all users irrespective of economic disadvantage. It is unlikely to offer an appropriate clinical environment, as many prisons were built in the 19th century, with limited adaptation possible for modern health and safety requirements (such as removal of ligature points). However, appropriate equipment, food and sanitation are likely to be available. Other measures such as non-discrimination, cultural and ethical acceptability, and overall clinical effectiveness and safety, would require further in-depth local examination. This would bring an imperative regarding locally derived clinical governance standards, which are presently patchily available.

European human rights jurisprudence has determined the level of the floor in terms of standards and conditions of psychiatric care in prisons so as to avoid violations of Article 3 (relating to inhuman and degrading treatment)13 and Article 5 (relating to inappropriate detention of the mentally disordered)14 of the European Convention on Human Rights. Focusing on the AAAQ regime offers the opportunity to raise the height of the roof.
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